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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) is a non-profit organization and has over 20,000,000 members

(donors). The company decided to assign those accounts to Donations Reps based on their

regions. Donations Reps ended up owning over 50,000 donors each. The donation reps

started to see significant degradation of the system performance. What could be the reason

for this problem?

Options: 
A) The Donations Reps access to the assigned accounts.

B) Salesforce sharing recalculation kicked off.

C) There is an Account ownership data skew problem.

D) The Account (donor) object OWD is Private.

Answer: 
C



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers has selected a small and diverse group of users to review Inactive accounts. Given the Private sharing model, a

public group was created and made available to this group of users. A sharing rule was created to make inactive Accounts visible to the

public group. However some of these users are reporting they don't see any of the Accounts that were shared with the public group.

what is the underlying Issue for these users?

Options: 
A) The users are In profiles that have no access to the Account object.

B) The page layout assigned to these mart to different than the Account owner

C) The users have a permission set that only allow Accounts in 'Active' status.

D) The Accounts ire owned by users higher In the role hierarchy.

Answer: 
A



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Besides their own team accounts, sales managers at Universal Containers need to have

READ access to all accounts of the same segment in other countries. Role hierarchy was

implemented accordingly (based on countries), but a sales manager in the US is complaining

that he cannot view account records of the same segment in Canad

What should be done to grant access in a proper way?

Options: 
A) Create an owner-based sharing rule to grant access to account records that have the

same segment to all sales manager roles.

B) Change the role hierarchy and put all of the sales managers in the US and Canada in

the same role.

C) Create criteria-based sharing rules to grant access to account records that have the

same segment to all sales manager roles.

D) Create a public group and include all accounts of the same segment and grant access



through a permission set.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
1. Owner-Based Sharing Rules

An owner-based sharing rule opens access to records owned by certain users. For example, a

company's sales managers need to see opportunities owned by sales managers in a different

region. The U.S. sales manager could give the APAC sales manager access to the opportunities

owned by the U.S. team using owner-based sharing.

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=security_sharing_rule_types.htm&amp;type=5

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Dreamforce presenters need to be able to edit their presention details (summary, presenter biographies, etc) on a private custom object

in

Salesforce (Presentation). All presenters for a presentation are captured on a Presenters juction object between Presenter and User.

How can this be accomplished?

Options: 
A) Trigger on Presenter junction object that adds the user to the Sales Team for the Presentation record.

B) Give Edit rights to the Presentation record via a Permission set that is given to the Presenters for a record.

C) Trigger on Presenter junction object that uses Apex Managed sharing to add or remove access to the related Presentation record.

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Sales operations at Universal Containers (UC) wants to create list views to filter opportunities for certain geographies.



How should UC hide list views that are not relevant to an individual user since there will be more than SO list views?

Options: 
A) Share the list views with the appropriate public group.

B) Share the list views with the appropriate queue.

C) Share the list views with the appropriate individual users.

Answer: 
A

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A sales coach at Universal Containers wants to create and share @ report folder with other sales coaches,

Which two permissions are required to accomplish this?



Options: 
A) Manage Reports in Public Folders and edit My Reports.

B) Create and customize Reports and Report Folders.

C) Create Report Folders and manage Reports in Public Folders.

Answer: 
B

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Besides their own team accounts, sales managers at Universal Containers need to have

READ access to all accounts of the same segment in other countries. Role hierarchy was

implemented accordingly (based on countries), but a sales manager in the US is complaining

that he cannot view account records of the same segment in Canad

What should be done to grant access in a proper way?



Options: 
A) Create an owner-based sharing rule to grant access to account records that have the

same segment to all sales manager roles.

B) Change the role hierarchy and put all of the sales managers in the US and Canada in

the same role.

C) Create criteria-based sharing rules to grant access to account records that have the

same segment to all sales manager roles.

D) Create a public group and include all accounts of the same segment and grant access

through a permission set.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
1. Owner-Based Sharing Rules

An owner-based sharing rule opens access to records owned by certain users. For example, a

company's sales managers need to see opportunities owned by sales managers in a different

region. The U.S. sales manager could give the APAC sales manager access to the opportunities



owned by the U.S. team using owner-based sharing.

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=security_sharing_rule_types.htm&amp;type=5

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) is a non-profit organization and has over 20,000,000 members

(donors). The company decided to assign those accounts to Donations Reps based on their

regions. Donations Reps ended up owning over 50,000 donors each. The donation reps

started to see significant degradation of the system performance. What could be the reason

for this problem?

Options: 
A) The Donations Reps access to the assigned accounts.

B) Salesforce sharing recalculation kicked off.



C) There is an Account ownership data skew problem.

D) The Account (donor) object OWD is Private.

Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Dreamforce presenters need to be able to edit their presention details (summary, presenter biographies, etc) on a private custom object

in

Salesforce (Presentation). All presenters for a presentation are captured on a Presenters juction object between Presenter and User.

How can this be accomplished?

Options: 
A) Trigger on Presenter junction object that adds the user to the Sales Team for the Presentation record.



B) Give Edit rights to the Presentation record via a Permission set that is given to the Presenters for a record.

C) Trigger on Presenter junction object that uses Apex Managed sharing to add or remove access to the related Presentation record.

Answer: 
C
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